
TRILO  SG 1500 and SG 2000 Vacuum Sweeper



Powerful friend 
The heart of the SG 1500 & SG 2000 is The heart of the SG 1500 & SG 2000 is formed by a high 
capacity fan giving it a high work rate enabling you to 
collect large amounts of clippings, fallen leaves and 
lier. Because of the powerful air flow the complete 15 
or 20 cubic metres of loading space can be filled ghtly 
during operaon thus allowing huge amounts of mate-
rial to be compacted in its container and, instead of p-
ping cu ngs ping cu ngs away, the moving floor neatly unloads 
with a simple flick of a lever.

The impeller casing has an inspecon trap in the lower 
part. Clearing up aer major events, cut and collecng in 
one pass or collecng lier in restricted areas were once 
me consuming, labour intensive and expensive opera-
ons. With the flexible range of Vacuum Sweepers, things 
have changed. What was once a series of mammoth op-
eraons is now being handled speedily, efficiently and eco-
nomically, using a range of opons to suit your exact 
needs.

Flexible
An easily manoeuvred, large diameter Ø 350 mm sucon 
hose controlled from the drivers cab empes bins and re-
moves leaves and rubbish from around trees, hedges and 
ditches. Even whilst undertaking the most demanding jobs 
the sucon hose will give an excellent performance. In 
fact, where huge amounts of rubbish are involved, it 
excels. Working together with the oponal fully floang 
brush head with brush head with variable depth se ng, provides a ma-
chine perfectly capable of working in even the dampest 
condions.

The oponal double-walled top cover exhausts the air-
flow downwards at the rear of the machine. At the 
same me the air is filtered by a coarse filter net. The 
main advantages are: suppression of dust clouds, on 
top of that reducon in sound levels and at the rear the 
run over grass will be le standing up due to the firm, 
controlled airflow blowing it back upright.

RanRange of opons
Brush hood width 2 m, 80 km/h bogie undercarriage, 
Track following bogie undercarriage, Dust Suppression 
System, Flail mower 2 m., Hand held wander hose 5 
metres ø 200 mm + 1 metre handling pipe. 
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